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-- SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT -Heritage Rose Society of San Diego

Walking Tour of Julian Roses
Led by Fred Boutin
Wednesday, July 6, 2011
Meet at 10:30 AM in front of the Bailey Woodpit Barbecue Restaurant,
2307 Main Street
Botanist Fred Boutin is known nationally and in world horticultural
centers as an authority on heritage roses. He is also known to us as our authentic
Julian old rose expert. How fortunate can we be? As a botanist at the Huntington Botanical Gardens, he brought rose cuttings from Julian to the Huntington
rose gardens. The good news is he will take us on a tour through the small town
of Julian to the historic rose sites. To quote Sherri Berglund in Mystery Roses
Around the World, "Fred's ability to match descriptions and pictures of roses
to found roses with no known identity is extraordinary." Many roses that he
has re-identified are now introduced into the nursery trade.
Our Julian adventures all started when some of us met Fred at a Huntington International Heritage Rose Conference in April, 1996. Learning that he
and his family had lived in Julian, we spoke to him and he immediately sat down
and drew a map of Julian, by memory, of rose locations. The following month
our group took the first of four trips to Julian.
This time, Fred will lead us on a walking tour for a few hours, and then
we will stop for lunch at a restaurant. We are trying to arrange lunch so that we
can have a separate room where Fred can talk to us informally and answer questions. You may bring cuttings of unknown roses for identification, blooming or
not -- pictures would help. After lunch we can explore any other rose areas as
time permits. Do as much as you are able. If you need to drop out temporarily,
we can keep in contact by cell phone.
As most of you know, planning rose events for peak bloom is difficult. Please be aware this is especially true for Julian. Whatever the roses give
us, we can still relish Fred's stories and history of the roses.
Wear comfortable walking shoes, and bring a hat and water. The weather in
Julian is variable - plan for hot or cool weather. (This week daytime temperatures have peaked near 90 degrees). Check out the weather at
www.julianweather.com. Park on the street or in a lot near the Pioneer Museum. The Julian website, www.julianca.com gives useful information and a
map of the town. If you arrive late and need to contact us, call one of the following cell phone numbers: 619-218-4748 or 619-218-9021.
RSVP to Mary Ann and Jack at jrolson@san.rr.com or 858-272-0357, as we
need to know the group size for lunch reservations.

Extended spring rains have made rose gardens beautiful this year, and the San Jose
Heritage Rose Garden is no exception. The Celebration of Old Roses on Sunday, May
15, was a wonderful excuse to revisit the roses of the Bay Area — specifically, the
world-famous San Jose Heritage Rose Garden, all dressed up for spring.

‘Apple
Blossom’

Above: ‘Summer Dawn’
(Polyantha, 1950)

‘Gloire Lyonnaise’

“If I had a single flower for every time I think about you,
I could walk forever in my garden.” ~Claudia Ghandi
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“Georgetown Pink”
(‘Prudence Roeser’??)
“Georgetown Napoleon” Found China Rose

‘Aurelia Lifa’

Hmult, Geschwind, 1886

John Rizzi Propagates Roses!

Volunteer Power
Keeps The Heritage Beautiful
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SUNDAY, MAY 15,
Sponsored By The Bay Area
Heritage Roses Group

‘Henri Martin’

Gold Coast & other Local HRG Groups
Shared Information & Friendship,
And Held a Silent Auction

Gold Coast Members Were There
To Work, Play, And Study
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CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT: Sea-Smoothed
Jade From The Monterey Coast; A Visitor Enjoys
Ceramics; ‘Henri Martin’; A Bouquet In Memory Of
Miriam Wilkins; CENTER: “Old Homestead Hybrid
China” (Found HCh);

We Just Heard About The

NATIONAL HEIRLOOM EXPOSITION
Santa Rosa, CA Sept. 12-16, 2011
Billed As “The Woodstock Of Garden Events”
EXHIBITS EVENTS SPEAKERS DEMOS
The event promises talks by nationally-recognized experts, on seed saving, home gardening, food politics and more, in an exhibition including
“summer's bounty from the farms and gardens of all 50 states . . . ” along
with business and educational sessions.
Heirloom varieties are the focus of the event, featuring over 250 natural
vendor booths! Enjoy dozens of business and educational sessions.
For more information, visit the website at:

http://theheirloomexpo.com/
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See that nice picture? Yeah, it would be great, but I shot it on a breezy day,
and in a hurry, so the bloom of “Jose A. Africa” is JUST out of focus — just
the LEAVES are in focus. DANG!
But Help Is On The Way!
From the Wall-Street Journal’s Digital Network, on June 22, comes a technical article that
will fascinate all who use digital cameras to photograph roses.
If you’ve been frustrated to find that your carefully-considered image gave you a bloom
that’s out of focus, backed by perfectly depicted leaves (or worse, a garden hose!) here’s
promise of an answer in the forseeable future.
FROM: The Wall-Street Journal Digital Network, June 22, 2011
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304070104576400053004293050.html?
mod=googlenews_wsj

Start-Up's Camera Allows Photos To Be Refocused
By DON CLARK
A Silicon Valley start-up is expected on Wednesday to unveil plans to sell
a new kind of still camera which generates an image that can be refocused by viewers after its creation.
The closely held company, Lytro Inc., says its technology will offer consumers an array of benefits—including all but eliminating focus problems in taking
pictures and allowing users to generate 3-D images with one rather than two cameras.
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Lytro's camera lets users shift focus to the foreground or background.
Lytro's approach springs from Stanford University research into what are
often called light-field cameras, which capture much more information to create an
image than conventional digital cameras. While scientists have discussed the underlying concept for a century, most previous experiments have required as many as a
hundred cameras and heavy-duty computing power.
In 2006, Lytro CEO Ren Ng wrote a doctoral dissertation at Stanford about
ways to dramatically reduce the size and cost of the technology. Lytro isn't disclosing details before releasing its first cameras later this year, but Mr. Ng says their
pricing will be competitive with today's consumer cameras.
Selling standalone cameras would seem an uphill battle these days, now
that picture-taking capability is a built-in feature of even low-priced cellphones.
Cisco Systems Inc.'s recent decision to close its Flip video-camera unit was largely
blamed by analysts on the fact that many smartphones can now shoot highdefinition video.

Testing Photos From the Lytro Camera
A key difference, Mr. Ng said, is that the images taken using a Flip or
other video cameras looked the same to most viewers. Not so with Lytro's technology, he said. "These pictures are unprecedented," he said.
Photos taken by prototype Lytro cameras, when viewed through most current Web browsers, allow users to click on different parts of an image to bring different subjects into focus.
Lytro lists other benefits. For one thing, since images are focused after the
fact, users don't have to spend time focusing before shooting. Nor do they have to
worry if they wound up focusing on the wrong thing.
The technology works in very low light without a flash, Lytro said, while 3
-D glasses can add a particularly vivid effect—simulated three-dimensional images
that users can adjust to show different perspectives.
Conventional digital cameras essentially record the total sum of light rays
from a scene as they hit an image sensor, Mr. Ng said. A light-field camera records
the color, intensity and direction of rays individually. He compared the approach to
audio recording; instead of recording multiple musicians all at once, modern multitrack studios record them separately so that the volume and other effects can be independently adjusted after the fact to create a sound mix.
A key to Lytro's strategy is to use the increasing resolution found in the
image sensors in conventional digital cameras, capability that Mr. Ng said most
amateur photographers don't fully exploit.The company developed a special array of
lenses that fits in front of image sensors and helps break the image apart into individual rays, along with software to help reassemble aand manipulate it.
Read more: http://online.wsj.com/article/
SB10001424052702304070104576400053004293050.html#ixzz1Q1o1G8NB
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The magnificent “Durst
Plot” rose was re-collected
in May, for the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden. This rose
looks like ‘Sutter’s Gold’, but if so, it’s the biggest ‘Sutter’s Gold’ we’ve ever seen. And,
yes. It is the size of a respectable tree.
The Durst Family plot in Northern California holds four burials:
Fred Durst: 1848— 1926 “Father” — Augusta Durst, 1860 — 1942. “Mother”
Freda Durst Jungerman, b. Jan. 1892; d: Feb. 1974
Albert A. Jungerman, Freda’s husband, b. Oct. 1888; d: Feb. 51
One may speculate without much romanticism that Freda D[urst] Jungerman planted
the rose, in honor of her husband, Albert, whose grave is closest to it.
Albert Jungerman died early in 1951 – one year after the original release of ‘Sutter’s
Gold.’ (Swim, 1950). (The CLIMBING version of this classic Hybrid Tea was introduced

by O.L. Weeks, also in1950.)
The quintessential rose of all of so many of California’s earliest families, ‘Sutter’s
Gold’ is a worthy inclusion in any Pioneer Cemetery, and it’s a joy to see it in the front
row in this quiet place.
But, WAIT, you ask! Couldn’t this be a different rose completely? OF COURSE IT
COULD! Study, in the coming years, at the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden and Sacramento City Cemetery should tell the tale.
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“Legacy Of The Richardson Family”
(Found; Capay, CA; “George Washington Richardson)

Collected in a small Northern California cemetery, this lovely white
rose is a stand-out. We’ve seen it three or four times (always in the
spring) and it’s always been lovely.
Originally collected for the San Jose Heritage Rose garden by Ed
Wilkinson (former curator of roses) from the Richardson Family plot, it
was study-named “Legacy of The Richardson Family.” The plant in
the Heritage has been lost, but can now be replaced. (Clay Jennings
cuttings taken in May were rooting nicely in his little greenhouse by
early June.) In due course, the rose I called “George Washington
Richardson” for the closest burial will be returned to the Heritage for
preservation and study.
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“Legacy Of The Richardson Family”
(Found; Capay, CA; “George Washington Richardson)

“Legacy Of The Richardson Family”
The Mother Plant, (Left) Struggling in Spring, 2007, and
(Above) Flourishing After An Abnormally Rainy Winter

Two Markers, Side-by-Side, Separated By A Blush/White Rose:
George Washington Richardson, 1864-1896 — Albert M. Richardson, 1894-1945
Father and Son?
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“Cottonwood Blush”
OR “Legacy Of Samuel Briggs
(Or Whatever You Want To Call It)

#2”

(FOUND, Cottonwood Cemetery, Northern California, by VARIOUS;
Synonyms include: "Cottonwood Cemetery Blush Rose","Petaluma Blush", “Cottonwood Cemetery
Blush Tea”, "Mme Bréon fils", Mistress Bosanquet, Mrs. Bosanquet, Pauline Bonaparte (bourbon,
Laffay, 1832), Thé Sapho (China “Bengale”/Bourbon, Laffay, 1832)

In company with many other lovely Foundlings, or “Mystery” Roses, this
pretty blush rose has intrigued Rose Hunters for some years. It continues to do so.
Carl Luhn may have been the first to collect and propagate this beauty from
an obscure Northern California location. The plant he donated to the Historic
Rose Garden of the Old Sacramento City Cemetery is labeled ‘Mistress Bosanquet,’ an attribution which ties it to ‘Mme. Bréon fils,’ ‘Pauline Bonaparte,’ and
‘Thé Sapho’ (all listed as synonyms for a Bourbon Rose, breeding un-listed, Introduced in France, 1832, by Laffay)
The Cottonwood Cemetery’s pretty blush rose also has multiple Study Names
— among them, “Legacy of Samuel Briggs, #2,” assigned by Ed Wilkinson, former curator of roses for the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden, San Jose, CA. (It is
now re-labeled there as ‘Mistress Bosanquet.’)
If I’d been the first rose person to find it, I’d probably have called it “Briggs
Plot Blush.” I rarely guess at the type, of a Found Rose, but here, “Bourbon” did
suggest itself. Though it has nicer foliage, this ‘Mistress Bosanquet’ has a look
reminiscent of that quintessential Bourbon: ‘Souv. De la Malmaison’ (A Bourbon,
from a Bourbon x Tea cross, Béluze; France, 1843) at her best.
— Continue to Page 12
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— “Cottonwood Blush” Continued From Page 11

The name “Samuel,” massivelycarved, is now almost hidden (and “Briggs”
wholly so) and who knows how many headstones lurk under the overwhelming growth
of a unidentified Foetida, and a massive
‘Mme. Plantier’ both in the same plot. I
brought a sturdy walking stick to the cemetery, in May; even with that aid,
I found it impossible to penetrate the mass of foliage and prickles.
Thanks to Hillary Merrifield, in Australia, we know that “Cottonwood
Blush” is a very good match for a 1905 description and illustration 1. of
‘Mistress Bosanquet.’
1.

“The Amateur Gardener’s Rose Book,” J. Hoffman, 1905

"In real life, unlike in Shakespeare, the sweetness of the rose depends
upon the name it bears. Things are not only what they are.
They are, in very important respects, what they seem to be."
— Hubert H. Humphrey
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MYSTERY ROSES Around the World
Edited by Virginia Kean
For The Heritage Rose Foundation, Richardson, Texas 2011
Paperback, 122 pp. $25

Review by William Grant
How many times have you seen a
beautiful rose on a fence and wondered what its name was? And asked
the owner, who said no one knew. If
you asked for a cutting, you could
grow it yourself. But you still would
not know its name.
Rosarians throughout the world
have been trying to identify these
unknown treasures for a long time.
This beautiful book is a record of
attempts to do just that.
The American Heritage Rose
Foundation is the first group to publish a book on the topic with photos
and essays of famous roses with no
names. Writers from the Far East,
India, South Africa, Europe, Bermuda, Australia, and the U.S. have described
their attempts at baptising these glories.
Part of the mission of the Foundation is to preserve rose gardens as well as
find names for hundreds of plants. Even well established rose collections have
roses with adopted names. I put metal tags on all of my 400 roses, yet when I
went to find them some had been stolen, lost in transplanting, or moved by
mischievous neighbour children. Earlier I had a collection of over 100 species,
and not a one today has a marker.
Many rose sleuths have been successful in finding the correct name. DNA
has helped a lot but is an expensive process. Various websites around the
world have carried on discussions on the methods of identification, and there is
not always agreement on the findings. One place that has been the starting
point of discovery is the graveyard. So many people planted roses on the
graves of loved ones but left no labels. Many of those have been given the
names on the tombstones.
This book will help anyone get started on the great pastime of identification.
— William Grant
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MYSTERY ROSES Around the World
COST PER COPY : $25.00
POSTAGE Varies with Shipping Method:
Shipping via Media Mail: 1 to 2 weeks): $2.50
Priority Mail shipping: 2 to 4 days: $5.00
Outside the USA: $14.00 postage

Order online or Order by mail from the HRF by sending a check to:
Heritage Rose Foundation, P. O. Box 1719, Gonzales, LA 70707
Make check out to: Heritage Rose Foundation
Visit the Website at: http://www.heritagerosefoundation.org/

Jim Delahanty Posted To Facebook:
A special edition of 'Rosa Mundi' entitled 'Mystery Roses Around the
World' is available from HRF (www.heritagerosefoundation.org) for
$27.50. (Incl. Media Mail Shipping) Edited by Virginia Kean, this survey of
"found" roses from China to Europe to the Americas to Australia includes
vignettes on modern day explorers and discoverers. If you only buy one
rose book for cold and watery days, this will surely be it. Local reference:
p.107.

The only people who do NOT need this handsome book on
their shelves are those who have no interest in “Mystery” (“Found,”
“Unidentified”) Roses are those who for some unaccountable reason are uninterested in the magnificent roses which have survived
neglect and tribulations, and come down to us with their historic
names lost.
(These roses have lived with drought, and beaten it. They predate most forms of chemical spray. Some have lived through catastrophic fire and flood.)
Of course, there are none of those misguided people among
OUR members.
If you’ve not already received your copy (as a member of the
Heritage Roses Foundation) ORDER ONE NOW.
A small overrun was printed, but a re-print is HIGHLY
UNLIKELY.
Order your copy today!
— Jeri Jennings
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Rose Fragrance
by Judy Eitzen
From “Cemetery Rose” June, 2011
Many years ago Alice Morse Earle1 wrote, "The fragrance of the sweetest
rose is beyond any other flower scent, it is irresistible, enthralling; you cannot
leave it. I have never doubted the rose has some compelling quality not shared
by other flowers. I do not know whether it comes from some inherent witchery
of the plant, but it certainly exists."
Roses are among the oldest garden plants. They have been found in Asian
artistic motifs from 3000 BCE, and appeared in western culture about 2300
BCE. The earliest record seems to be rose leaves found in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado dating back 35 million years. They’ve had a long time to
develop their complexities, including scent.
Rose fragrance was valued by the Romans; used to scent rooms and after
bathing. Cleopatra supposedly filled a room over a foot deep with rose petals
while wooing Marc Anthony.
The roses most often used in Roman times were probably Damask and
Gallica types with their strong “old rose” scent. In Medieval Europe, fragrant
roses (and other flowers) were used medicinally or to hide bad odors. By VicABOVE:
“De la Vina Mystery,” very fragrant, Prob. H.P., Found, Santa Barbara, CA, by Hetty Shurtleff
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torian times, flowers were grown merely for their pleasing fragrance and
beauty.
A portrait of Queen Victoria shows cut roses on her desk as cut flowers
release more fragrance as they die.
There are actually over two dozen different sorts of rose scent with some
roses having a mixture of these various perfumes. In the 20th century seven
primary rose scents were accepted as scientists identified the chemicals responsible for these scents. These are: rose (damask), nasturtium, orris (similar to
violets), violet, apple, lemon, and clove. Other scents include fern, balsam,
moss, hyacinth, orange (fruit, not flowers), anise, bay, lily-of-the-valley,
linseed oil, honey, wine, marigold, quince, geranium, pepper, parsley, carnation, sandalwood, camphor, and raspberry.
Rose fragrance comes from flowers, foliage and/or the glands of moss
roses and is not necessarily meant for human noses, but for the pollinators of
the flowers. Scent signals to bees and other pollinators to come, so flowers
release the most scent when ready to be pollinated, that is, when they are halfopen. In general, the flowers of red and pink roses with thicker, more numerous petals more often smell like what we think of as “rose” fragrance, while
white and yellow flowers give off more of a lemony scent. Modern orange
roses often smell like fruits; oranges, lemons, apricots.
Rose fragrance will be strongest on warm, sunny days when the soil is
moist because that is when the production of the scent ingredients increases.
Temperature, humidity and the age of the blossom also affects how strong
is the fragrance. Often, a rose that was fragrant in the morning is no longer so
by late afternoon. Another interesting aspect to fragrance is that it is affected
by disease. Mildew, especially, will cause a loss of scent.
The next time you smell a rose, try and discern some of the many possible
scents and how they change over time and under different conditions.
________

1
Alice Morse Earle was an historian who wrote of the sociology of early American
history.

The “Cemetery Rose” Newsletter
Is The Official Publication Of The

Sacramento Old City Cemetery Historic Rose Garden
And Is Edited By Judy Eitzen
“Cemetery Rose” is Published On (Or About)
The First Of September, December, March, and June
To enjoy the “Cemetery Rose,” visit the Garden’s Website At:

http://www.cemeteryrose.org/Newsletters.html
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Preserving History
Women To Restore Heirloom Roses
By Brian Hamilton, Staff Writer:
TheUnion.com June 15, 2011
http://www.theunion.com/article/20110615/
NEWS/110619882/1066&ParentProfile=1053

Walking alongside the barren burial plots in Pine Grove Cemetery, a
trio of Nevada County women saw an opportunity to splash some color onto
the scene while also preserving a bit of history.
For the past two years, Joy Feller, Kathy Hammes and Robin Reamer
have worked to restore heritage roses planted during the days of the California
Gold Rush with hopes of sharing their passion for the flowers with the community.
But they've done so much more than that.
In addition to pruning the rosebushes and ensuring they would have
the water to maintain them, the women have tidied up the plots containing
them, whether by limbing trees to reveal ancient iron work or adding native
plants to the mix. The results are on display right now, a late spring bloom
exploding with colorful varieties of ancient roses and native perennials and
annuals.
“For us, it's a whole canvas on which to work,” said Hammes, a
professional landscaper. “It's the medium through which we work.”
In addition to the roses planted at Pine Grove nearly 150 years ago,
the women said they have transplanted heritage roses that would have been
available at the time of the Gold Rush and perhaps would have grown well
before the 49ers found their way west.
There are now 70 rose bushes set to bloom at the 10-acre cemetery,
located about a mile from downtown Nevada City on Red Dog Road. But
these are not the common roses found at most floral shops today, the long, narrow buds known as hybrid teas.
Heritage — also known as heirloom, or old — roses were developed
by plant breeders and are descendants of roses that pre-date the turn of the 20th
century. Among the varieties transplanted to the 10-acre cemetery through
cuttings and slips are Alba, Damask, Centifolia, Bourbon, Old China and
Noisettes, to name a few.
“Like many old rose enthusiasts, we collect cuttings of the various
old roses that we encounter with the goal of preserving them,” Feller and
Hammes wrote in a letter describing their project. “In a very short time it becomes obvious that one can accumulate quite a few plants. Moving them up
17

into larger size pots as
they grew larger did
not seem to be the best
long-term option as we
would be the only ones
who would really enjoy
them.”
So when they
found the old roses at
Pine Grove Cemetery,
still surviving in the
Masonic section of the
cemetery, the women
approached the Masons
with their idea.
“We asked the
Masons for permission,

“Linsley Plot Quartered Pink”
Found, Pine Grove Cemetery, by Col. Mel Hulse

but they probably thought ‘What can they do, just a couple of women?'” said
Feller, a master gardener. “Next time they came out, we had seven truckloads
of (limbs and debris to be hauled away).”
“They were like ‘Oh my God,' these women are serious,” Hammes
added.
And their purpose, although their passion, is also serious. The women
hope their work will not only be enjoyed by the rose-loving public, but by also
people interested in the history of western Nevada County.
With many prominent pioneer families laid to rest in the plots —
names such as Searls, Englebright, Holbrooke and Gilmore are still spotted
around the twin cities on streets signs and buildings — the women hope walking tours might one day be offered amidst the flowering fruits of their labor.
Perhaps an “adopt-a-plot” program as seen in other cemeteries might
eventually help maintain the roses. But for now, the women encourage people
to head up Red Dog Road to, well, stop and smell the roses.
“We believe,” they wrote, “spring 2011 will be a rose showcase.”
City Editor Brian Hamilton, e-mail bhamilton@theunion.com or call (530) 477-4249.

When Gold Coast members visited Pine Grove, in June, 2006, many roses were huge,
and healthy, but many of them were in sad shape. Some, subsequently were lost, but
at least one has been replaced. Cuttings taken on that trip grow in the Sacramento
Cemetery, and “Linsley Plot Quartered Pink” once again grows in Pine Grove Cemetery. The work the Pine Grove ladies are doing is a bright light in a time when many
old roses have been, and continue to be lost.
— Jeri, 6-2011
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VENTURA/SANTA BARBARA COUNTY AREA EVENTS
Sat. Aug. 6 — ANNUAL ROSE SHOW, Horticulture Building, Ventura
County Fairgrounds. “The Bounty Of The County” Ventura Co. Fair. Cash
Prizes for Blue Ribbon Winners. Download The HORTICULTURE Portion of
the EXHIBITOR’S GUIDE at the County Fair Website:
http://www.venturacountyfair.org/pages/3455/

October 27, 2011 7:30 p.m. VENTURA CO. ROSE SOCIETY Regular Meeting. Program: ‘Making Good Photographs Of Roses, or
Your Aunt Sally.’ Guest Speaker: Jeri Jennings Doors open: 6:30 p.m.,
Rose Celebration: 7:00 p.m. Guest Speaker Presentation: 7:30 p.m. Ventura Educational Community Center, 5100 Adolfo Rd., Camarillo, CA

A CELEBRATION OF ROSES
September 24, 2011 9 a.m. ’til 2 p.m.
Ventura Educational Conference Center, 5100 Adolfo Rd. Camarillo CA
Delights include a very rare Showing of the Phillips and Rix video presentation,
'Quest for the Rose,' A “Celebration” of Local Roses, and other terrific rose garden stuff. Bring roses for display as part of the NON-JUDGED “Celebration-Style”
exhibit. A day of enjoyment of roses. Presented by Ventura Co. Rose Society

For Details, visit the Website: http://www.venturarose.org/

LOS ANGELES COUNTY AREA EVENTS
Oct. 13-16, 2011 — AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY 2011 Fall National Convention & Rose Show — Regal Hilton Universal, Universal
City, CA. Convention schedule includes entertaining and informative lectures,
Garden Tours, sightseeing tours, Awards Banquets, and National Rose Show,

Entry to the ARS National Rose Show (FRI., OCT. 14, 8 a.m. to 6
p.m.) is FREE! The General Public is Welcome!
For information, visit the website at: http://www.rosestars.com/ — Phone
818-395-0840, or Email to: LosAngelesTinseltownRS@gmail.com
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SAN DIEGO AREA EVENTS
SAN DIEGO HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
The San Diego Horticultural Society meets on the second Monday of every month
from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Surfside Race Place at the Del Mar Fairgrounds.

July 11, 2011 Maureen Gilmer "Plant Tales of Early California"
With landscaping returning to conditions of Kate O. Sessions' time, Maureen will
show us that Sessions' choices were indeed correct, by combing the world for the
best in drought resistance that would come to define our contemporary sustainable
gardens. Maureen Gilmer is a popular speaker, and the author of several gardening books including Redwoods and Roses: The Gardening Heritage of

California and the Old West

August 8, 2011 Lynlee Austell-Slayter "Creating and Keeping a
Sustainable Landscape " Lynlee will show us three pathways to sustainability in our landscapes. Sustainable maintenance practices can save us time, money
and habitat by practicing conscientious stewardship of our environment. She
will also share current University of California and County Extension programs
and research in sustainable landscapes.

SACRAMENTO EVENTS
Sat., Sept. 10, 10:00 a.m. PROPAGATION CLASS Kathryn
Mackenzie & Janelle Michel — Historic Rose Garden, Sacramento City
Cemetery; 1000 Broadway; Learn to take rose cuttings, prepare, & plant them.

ROSE CLASSIFICATION Sat., October 8, Anita Clevenger & Bill
Harp (SECOND SEMINAR) Discussion of various European &Asian roses
& the Characteristics of roses in the Historic Rose Garden

TOURS:
(10 a.m., At The 10th St. Entrance To The Cemetery)
History Tours: First Saturday of each month;
Garden Tours: Third Saturday of Each Month.

All these events are free.
For More Information, Visit The Website At:

http://www.cemeteryrose.org/
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Volunteers are already propagating rose to sell at the upcoming Fall
Open Garden event in the beautiful San Jose Heritage Rose Garden.

Mark Your Calendar!

Saturday, Sept. 24, 2011
Enjoy Talks, Demonstrations and Sales of Rare Roses
To see photos and Video From Last Year’s Fall Event, Visit:

http://www.heritageroses.us/EventPics10.html
Visiting San Jose? Take Part In Garden Work Days:
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 9 to 12. Bring a hat, water and sunscreen, they’ll supply tools and
leather gloves. No experience? We'll show you how! COME and work in the roses for as long as
you enjoy it. When the weather gets hot, the time will change- 8am - 11am

For More Information On The San Jose Heritage Rose Garden, Visit:

http://www.heritageroses.us/
Have You Explored The Garden Life Website? Interesting Place!

http://www.gardenlife.com/store/home.php
Check It Out!
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Roundup Birth Defects:
Regulators Knew The World's Best-Selling
Herbicide Causes Problems,

New Report Finds
From Huffington Post — HUFFPOST GREEN

June 9, 2011
By Lucia Graves
lucia@huffingtonpost.com
WASHINGTON -- Industry regulators have known for years
that Roundup, the world's best-selling herbicide produced by
U.S. company Monsanto, causes birth defects, according to a
new report released Tuesday.

The report, "Roundup and birth defects: Is the public being kept in the dark?" found regulators knew as long ago
as 1980 that glyphosate, the chemical on which Roundup
is based, can cause birth defects in laboratory animals.
But despite such warnings, and although the European
Commission has known that glyphosate causes malformations since at least 2002, the information was not made
public.
Instead regulators misled the public about glyphosate's safety, according to the report, and as recently as last year, the German Federal Office for Consumer Protection and Food Safety, the German government body dealing with the glyphosate review, told the European
Commission that there was no evidence glyphosate causes birth defects.
Published by Earth Open Source, an organization that uses open
source collaboration to advance sustainable food production, the report
comes months after researchers found that genetically-modified crops
used in conjunction with Roundup contain a pathogen that may cause
animal miscarriages. After observing the newly discovered organism
back in February, Don Huber, an emeritus professor at Purdue University, wrote an open letter to Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack requesting a moratorium on deregulating crops genetically altered to be
— Continued on Page 18
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“ROSES AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE”
From Bill Grant comes news that Gwen Fagan’s lovely book, “ROSES AT THE
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE” is now available in reprint.
I agree with Bill, who notes that he has owned the book for years, that it is among the
best — and surely the loveliest — of rose books. Filled with rose history, and with
historical and beautiful photos.

To order your copy, write to:
Gwen Fagan, 156 Bree St.,Cape Town, South Africa 8001
The cost is $100 which includes mailing.
No credit cards, alas.
Like the original printing, this is a private work of love

ROUNDUP, cont. from Pg. 17
immune to Roundup, which are commonly called Roundup Ready
crops.
In the letter, Huber also commented on the herbicide itself, saying: "It is
well-documented that glyphosate promotes soil pathogens and is already implicated with the increase of more than 40 plant diseases; it
dismantles plant defenses by chelating vital nutrients; and it reduces the
bioavailability of nutrients in feed, which in turn can cause animal disorders."
Although glyphosate was originally due to be reviewed in 2012, the
Commission decided late last year not to bring the review forward, instead delaying it until 2015. The chemical will not be reviewed

under more stringent, up-to-date standards until 2030.
"Our examination of the evidence leads us to the conclusion that
the current approval of glyphosate and Roundup is deeply flawed
and unreliable," wrote the report authors in their conclusion.
"What is more, we have learned from experts familiar with pesticide assessments and approvals that the case of glyphosate is not
unusual.
"They say that the approvals of numerous pesticides rest on data
and risk assessments that are just as scientifically flawed, if not
more so," the authors added. "This is all the more reason why the
Commission must urgently review glyphosate and other pesticides
according to the most rigorous and up-to-date standards."
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Lone Fir:
A PIONEER ROSE GARDEN
In Oregon
Recent interest in the work of author Mary Drain Albro called attention to the Lone Fir Cemetery, near Portland, OR. With its first burial dated to 1846, Lone Fir holds enough beauty and
history to pique the interest of those of us who chase after Old Roses. One specific item of interest is a very special rose garden within the cemetery, which was planted in the 1930’s. The
following information comes from the Website, Friends Of Lone Fir Cemetery. Read on:

1846 - 1866
Spanning 30 acres with more than 25,000 burials, Lone Fir is the oldest of
Portland’s original cemeteries. Its first burial was Emmor Stephens, father of
landowner J.B. Stephens, who died in 1846.
In the mid-1800s, settlers quickly established land claims. J.B. Stephens purchased a land claim for $200 held by John McLoughlin at Fort Vancouver. The
claim extended from the east bank of the Willamette River to present day
Southeast 23rd and from Stark Street to Division Street. Stephens’ father died
shortly after they arrived to Oregon and was buried on the family farm. In
1854, Stephens sold the farm to Colburn Barrell, with the promise that he
maintain Emmor’s grave.
A businessman with a number of ventures, Barrell was an investor in the
steamship “Gazelle,” which exploded in Canemah in April of 1854. Twentyfour of the 50 passengers perished, including Barrell’s partner, Crawford Dobbins and his friend D. P. Fuller. Barrell buried these two men near the Stephens
family plot and set aside 10 acres for a cemetery, which he named Mt. Crawford.
The 10 acres were platted into lots in 1855. A block was donated to the
Fire Bureau in 1862 and two were sold to the Masons. In 1865, 13 more acres
were purchased and then seven more the next year, bringing the cemetery to its
present size of 30 acres in 1866.

1867 - 1936
Barrell tried to sell the cemetery to the City of Portland, but the deal was
refused because it was considered too far from town at the time. When the City
refused, a group of Portland families and plotholders purchased the land for
$4,000 and incorporated it as “Lone Fir Cemetery,” a name suggested by
Colburn Burrell’s wife Aurelia in honor of the solitary fir tree on the land.
No money was set aside for perpetual care and the cemetery gradually fell
into disrepair. By 1928 it was covered with blackberry mounds and there were
10,000 unknown graves. Prior to the 1870s there were few stone markers and
— Continued on Pg. 20
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— Lone Fir Cemetery, Cont. From Pg. 19

the wooden ones had rotted or were destroyed in one of several fires in the
cemetery.
In the early days there were four small cemeteries in what is now downtown Portland. All of the deceased from these cemeteries were moved to Lone
Fir. Later, many from St Mary’s Catholic cemetery were partially integrated
here, when it was converted to Central Catholic High School. Their athletic
field is referred to as the “Bone Yard” to this day.
For more than 40 years, every burial in Portland occurred at Lone Fir, until
Riverview Cemetery was established in 1893. The Soldiers’ Monument was
unveiled in 1903 to honor soldiers of the Civil, Spanish-American, Mexican
and Indian Wars. The original cost was $3,500, which was contributed by 500
local residents. It was commissioned by the Lone Fir Cemetery Association,
designed by D.D. Neer and built by Otto Schumann. The soldier was toppled
from the pedestal for some time. In 2003, Friends of Lone Fir Cemetery raised
funds to have it rebronzed and reset, a fitting 100th-year tribute to the monument.
In addition to the graves and the variety of trees that were planted to honor
the deceased, Lone Fir has a special rose garden that is still in existence today.
In 1936, Mary Drain Albro founded the Pioneer Rose Association and led a
movement to find and save roses that emigrants had brought west on the Oregon Trail. Eventually, 23 different roses were identified. Cuttings were taken
and new plants grown from them, which were planted in four gardens located
in Champoeg (the Oregon Territorial Capital), Pacific University in Forest
Grove, on the Willamette University Campus, and at Lone Fir Cemetery in
Portland. Today, the rose garden in Lone Fir is the only one still in existence.
=================
In addition to beautiful, natural landscape and historically significant residents found at Lone Fir, the cemetery also includes a very special garden that
contains some of the oldest known roses in Oregon. Friends of Lone Fir are
stewards of this rose garden, taking on the responsibility for fertilizing, weeding, pruning and conducting botanical research.
Mary Drain Albro
Some years ago, volunteers received a copy of a hand-written galley, the
manuscript for a book about the pioneer rose garden at Lone Fir titled, “The
Pioneer Rose Trail,” by Mary Drain Albro. This book is the story of a garden
club, set in the 1930s, which set forth to find the truth behind an old story from
the pioneer days. Legend had it that pioneer women brought roses with them
on the Oregon Trail, somehow managing to keep them damp in the pockets of
their aprons during the entire six-month journey. Truthfully, they stuck the
cuttings in potatoes, enabling the roses to utilize the moisture in the potato for
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weeks before needing to re-soak the potato1..
The garden club set about going over the Oregon Trail from the Whitman
Mission in Walla Walla, Washington, to the Applegate Valley in southern Oregon, looking for old farmsteads with rose bushes left by the settlers. From this
research, they identified 23 varieties, along with many stories about who
brought them and from where, as well as some information about what these
particular roses meant to the people who considered them special enough to
bring on the Trail.
The garden club formalized itself into the Pioneer Rose Association, collected and propagated these roses, and planted them in four gardens around the
state. They were located at Willamette University in Salem; Champoeg, which
is Oregon’s territorial capital2., Pacific University in Forest Grove and Lone Fir
Cemetery in Southeast Portland. The one at Lone Fir is the only one left, making this garden truly a living jewel and a direct connection with the pioneers,
still kept alive by careful tending all these years later.
Unfortunately, some of the roses are missing at the pioneer garden in Lone
Fir. The manuscript mentions numerous pinks, reds and whites, and yellows
and coppers; but no yellows nor coppers have been located at Lone Fir. Over
the course of some years, volunteers Becky Oswald, Nancy Hawver and Laura
King have directed research, which has resulted in the botanical names being
assigned to the roses. Several rose experts and photographers have also helped
identify roses and connect the written information with the actual plants in the
garden.
Restoring the collection and the garden itself is the next step in the project,
in the planning stages now.
===================
To Learn More About Mary Drain Albro, see:

http://www.oregonlive.com/O/index.ssf/2011/06/
rose_pioneer_mary_drain_albro.html
To learn more about Lone Fir Cemetery, visit the website at:

http://www.friendsoflonefircemetery.org/pioneer.html
1.

Liz Druitt has written of trying to duplicate this method with a modern potato from a supermarket produce aisle. Cuttings repeatedly failed. Today’s potatoes are chemically-treated to
prevent them from sprouting in storage. Potatoes of the 19th-Century, of course, were not soaltered.
2.

The garden planted in the pioneer cemetery at Champoeg has, indeed vanished. We visited
there some years ago (Champoeg is now an Oregon State Historic Park) and found the cemetery
to be un-tended and grass-grown, with no evidence that roses had ever grown there.
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Drew Plot Archduke Charles — Historic Old Sacramento City Cemetery

‘Mutabilis

